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ABSTRACT
Branding is the process involved in creating a unique name

and image of product in consumers’ mind. Brand identity
represent the all visible elements of brands like logo, colourand
design etc. Previous research shows that brand image positively
influences the retail store image. It is also drawn from previous
study that higher retail store image reflects the higher store loyalty.
So,consider these studies in mind, the purpose of this study to
find out the relationship among Brand Identity, Store Image and
Store Loyalty in context of Multi Brand retail outlets.

Further a conceptual frame work has been developed
integrating the outcomes of the relationships in order to make
propositions for building and taking advantage of these
relationship.

The findings will provide an interrelationship between a
consumer's behaviour toward one store and his images of other
stores.Several implications of the proposed conceptual framework
have been suggested for further academic as well as managerial
practice.
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Introduction:
Retailing is one of important part of today’s

economy. Retiling is last arm between product
conceptualization and product consumption.So, its
retailer’s responsibility to put an effort for increasing their
Brand management and create a clear image of brand as
well as store into a consumer’s mind.Successful and well-
established business work hard in building their brands
identify. This brand identity which is an encoded
message(source being the company itself) is decoded by
the receiver (i.e. consumer being the receiver),Lasswell,
H.D., 1948,Schram, W., 1955. The process of encoding
the message is because of strong brand image created in
the minds on the customer.A well-recognized and
accepted brand image is one of the most valuable assets
a firm possess (Porter &Claycomb, 1997). Retail
manufactures and brand managers are concerned about
the brand equity of the retail outlet and thus capitalize

on the value of brand image ( Aaker, 1991) .As we are
almost doing business in a global economic paradigm,
the preference of consumers in this global economics can’t
be neglected. A free market economy; assumes- informed,
educated consumers with the power to influence the
market through their rational decisions when confronted
with multiple brands available in the market. In that sense
brand/ store image plays a vital role to affect consumer’s
loyalty towards a particular retail store also termed as
store loyalty.which we will discuss in the later part.

The loyalty of consumers towards the retail stores
has also been observed and the customers tend to
purchase the desired products from certain preferred
retail outlets. In this regard, competition among the retail
stores is also increasing (Hameed, 2013).it means that
there is a connection between the retail store image/
brand image and store loyalty. We will also discuss about
how retail stores act as brands too.
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Retail promotion is one of the important means
through which retailers target their customers.
(Moharana and Pattanaik, 2016).A retail establishment
has many associations which combine together to give
its total impression. Consumers form impression of the
brands they purchase from these retail outlets and later
which forms a major decision-making process during
purchase from any retail outlet. These images associated
with the brands of the store influences a retail store’s
imageand latter get transformed to store
loyalties.Drawing from the previous literature on
branding the paper suggest that higher brand identity
leads to higher retail store image which finally leads
tohigher storeloyalty. Further a conceptual frame work
has been developed integrating the outcomes of the
relationships in order to make propositions for building
and taking advantage of these relationship. Several
implications of the proposed conceptual framework have
been suggested for further academic as well as
managerial practice. We want to find out the relationship
among Brand Identity, Store Image and Store Loyalty so
for that conceptual framework as follows.

Conceptual framework:
Fig 1 set out our conceptual framework Brand

Identity, Store Image and Store loyalty, which formed as
extension of two models.According to (Sääksjärvi &
Samiee, 2011)model, there is a relationship between

brand identity and brand image. And, according to
(Lessig, 1973) there is not a very strong relationship
between Store Image and Store Loyalty. Thus, main
reason behind thus study is the conceptual analysis of
higher brand identity leading to higher store image and
ending up with higher store loyalty.

Literature Review:
Defining Brand Identity:
Brand identity is defined as a unique set of brand

associations, that firms aim to create or maintain, it
represents how firms aspire to be perceived, it does not
directly influence consumer preferences(Sääksjärvi &
Samiee 2011)Brand identity consistingof brand
awareness, purpose, differentiation, and
offerings(Chernatony, 1999).According to (Copley, 2004)
the brand identity means the way in which the
organization presents itself to the consumers. Signs and
symbols are used to capture the essence of the
organization to create brand identity.Similarly,(Copley,
2004)also explained that   the brand identity
attributesinclude brand reputation, brand relevance,
brand personality, brand performance, brand
relationship.

The purpose of brand identity is to establish a
relationship between the customer and a brand which,
in turn, expresses the brand's aspirations(Aaker and

Fig 1: Conceptual framework for Brand Identity, Store Image and Store loyalty
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Keller, 1996).This study examines the relationship among
the brand identity of the various brands in the shelf of
retail outlet, store image and multi store loyalty in the
context to retailing.

Brand identity variables:
Brand identity consists of five key variables

namely reputation, relevance, personality, performance
and relationship of the brand ( Bosch, et.al., 2006 )

Brand Reputation: It is defined as a brand whole
past action and results that describe the brand ability to
delivered valuable outcome to many stakeholders.
(Fomburn and Rindova, 1996 ; Bosch et.al. 2006).

Brand Relevance: It is defined as how well a Brand
can speaks the individual customer, it means that the
articulation of band should be relevant to individual
customer needs and desire (Perry and Wisnom ,2003).

Brand Personality:It reflect the brand’s emotional
characteristic (Bosch; et al,2006). Brand often serve a
symbolic or self-expressive function, because consumers
inspire brands with human personality traits (Aaker
1997).

Brand Performance:According to (Bosch et al,
2006)brand performance is directly related to the levels
at which consumers perceive that the primary and actual
characteristic of a brand will operate and performance
contains an element of perceived quality on the part of
the product, service and brand.

Brand Relationship: According to (Harris and
Chernatony, 2001)Brand relationship between the brand
and its customers, which is characterised by the value
inherent in the brand personality.

Relationship between Brand Identity and Brand
Identity variables:

The researcher (Bosch et al,2006) proved
quantitivelythat all independents variable reputation,
relevance, personality, performance and relationship
explain 62% of variance of band identity means all are
positively related to brand identity. However, in the
Indian context where cultural diversification is huge we
need to retest the same. So, our first proposition is

Proposition 1: The variables brand reputation,
relevance, personality, performance, and brand
relationship may be positively related to brand identity.

Rise of Retailer as Brand:
In retailing one of the important trends is the rise

of retailer as a brand (Grewal, D. 2004).Emerging markets

like India is experiencing a radical change in the retail
industry as a result of which we see organised retail
stores are coming up both in metros and smaller cities
(Pattanaik and Mishra, 2016).Some of the retailers like
reliance fresh, big bazaar have developed strong private
level merchandise that an average consumer fails to make
a distinction between store and brand.
Thus,understanding the image of a retailer as a brand
how this impacts its loyalty are important issues which
needs to be addressed both by the retailer as well as the
manufacturer.

Brand Image:
Brand image as defined by Kotler (p 197) is “a set

belief which is attached to a particular brand”. Gardner
and Levy (1955) proposed that brands have an overall
personality or character which may be more important
to consumers as compared to the technical facts of the
product. Kapferer (2004) defined brand image as how
the decoding of all signals done by certain groups which
from the products, services and communication covered
by the brand. Brand image is the result of decoding a
message followed by extracting the meaning and finally
interpreting the signs (Nandan 2004).  However not to
forget it is the brand identity which creates major
competitive advantages, it is the recognition of a brand
that encourages repeated purchases.Hence a brand act
as signals to customer and protects them from “me-too”
products which look identical. Importance of brand image
is that it creates value for the manufactures in at least
five ways (Aaker, 1991). First, first brand image helps to
retrieve and process information. Second different ion
and positioning of product can be done on the basis of
brand image. Third as brand image involves the product
attributes and customer benefits it provides the customers
the reason to buy and use a product. Fourth the
association created as a result of brand image produces
positive attitudes and feelings that are transferred to the
brand. Finally, the brand image produces the basis for
product extension by creating a sense of fit between the
brand and the new product or it also gives the reason
why to purchases that product.

Retail Store Image:
The concept of retail store image came out in Pierre

Martineau (1958) “personality of the retail store.”. Since
than there has been thoughts and feelings associated
with stores by the consumers and these overall
impressions strongly influence the shopping and
patronage behaviour (Porter and Claycomb,
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1997).Keaveney and Hunt (1992) defined store image as
an overall impression of a store as perceived by consumer.
Store image is also defined as individual’s cognitions
and emotions which are inferred from the perceptions of
memory inputs which are attached to a particular store
and also represents the significance of the store to that
individual (Baker et al., 1994; Mazursky and Jacoby, 1986).
Retail image is defined as the combination of store’s
functional qualities and the psychological attributes that
the consumers link to these. Store image exact dimensions
varied over the years but the well-known categorization
attributes consisted of combination of functional and
psychological attributes. For example, some of the
common dimensions we identified are:fashion,selection,
and quality of merchandise; customer services and sales
personnel; and the physical conditions and atmosphere
of the store (Rich and Portis,1964; Lindquist, 1974-1975;
Martineau, 1958; Zimmer and Golden, 1988).

Relationship between Brand Identity and Retail
Store Image:

It is also found that Brand Identity positively
related to Brand Image(Sääksjärvi& Samiee, 2011)
According to (Keller & Kelvin, 2003) Consumers first
interpret the firm’s identity and then translate into an
image. Actually, Brand Image a mental construct is a
reflection of brand identity (Chernatony & McDonald,
2003). They also mention that Brand Identity is designed
and communicated to outside world by a signal which
is term as Brand Image. One of the important trend in
retailing is the rise of retailer as a brand (Grewalet.al.,
2004) which has also been described above. Retailers
have developed their strong brand name over the years
that a customer rarely makes a distinction between a store
brand and a national brand. Thus, retailer act as brands
and their image is coined as store image. So, from above
discussion we propose that brand identity is positively
related to store image

Proposition 2:  Brand Identity may be positively
related to Store Image.

Store Image attributes/variables:
According to (P. Martineau, 1958)customer

assesses store within the framework of a
multidimensionalbenefit function. Concrete (selection,
product quality, price etc.) and abstract (atmosphere,
personnel service, ease of shopping etc.) attributes which
form store image undertakea functional role.Different
researchers have focused upon varying attributes of store
image andindicate the factors which affect it fall into

two broad categories – utility and the impression oriented
made (Saraswat and Mammen, 2010).The former has
been understood as the “functional” quality(Martineau,
1958), and “tangible aspect”(Barr and Field, 1997)while
the latter as the “psychological”(Martineau, 1958) and
the “intangible aspect” (Barr and Field, 1997).

The utility, functional and tangible aspects are
referring to a stores physical functions such as store
merchandise, store atmosphere and value while
impression oriented, psychological and intangible
aspects are referring to the consumers intangible
feeling that a store delivered to its consumers such as
service, clientele, and convenient (Saraswat and
Mammen, 2010).

Store Merchandise:It is one of important attribute
of store image, and it depends on some other sub attribute
like price of merchandise, quality of merchandise,
assortment of merchandise and fashion of merchandise
(Saraswat and Mammen, 2010).

Store Atmosphere:One important attribute of store
image is store atmosphere. As par (Theodoridis and
Chatzipanagiotou, 2009)store atmosphere refers to the
environment that is created by combining a set of visual
elementsof physical store environment (displays, colour,
decorative features etc.) and stimulation of senses (smell,
condition of the air, music, lighting) enabling an aesthetic
consumer response. Stores which has a favourable
atmosphere will be affecting the time the consumer spend
in store as well as the amount spent, which means it will
increase positive buying experience and customer
satisfaction(Babin and Darden, 1996),

Store Value: As per (Berry, 1969) Value refers to
the learned reinforce in term of which an individual act
i.e. rewards contingent upon behaviour.(Chang and
Wang, 2014) Gives the store price value image which
defined as an outcome of a trade-off between sacrifices
and utilities derived from product and store attributes in
retail setting (Zielke andStephan, 2006).

Store Service: Store service include sales personnel
service, loan service, and other services like delivery,
order, ease of returning the product etc. (Saraswat and
Mammen, 2010; Rich and Portis, 1964).

Store Clientele:(Martineau, 1958) suggested that
there is no such thing as a store image with equal appeal
for all income groups, all social classes, all ages, all type.
It means every store has different clientele. Keeping
different personality of customers in mind (Rich and
Portis, 1964) conclude that stores attract different type of
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clientele means customers who identify themselves with
different social class may choose the store which has a
differing status from other stores.

Store Convenient: Store convenience refers to a
store layout and design,which helps customers plan their
trip in terms of orientation and direction
(Theodoridis&Chatzipanagiotou, 2009).They also refer
that a successful layout of a store depends on whether it
has a clear and legible concept; i.e. one can easily find
6products and find them the first time on different
trips.Similarly,(Spies et.al 1997) also indicate that
information posters and signs can contribute to the
concept of store layout design in creating a favourable
and attractive store environment. Store convenient also
include location convenience (Berry, 1969).

Store image provides value-added benefits to the
shoppers, once customers are start feeling comfortable,
they will begin to accept the store which is in tune with
their lifestyle and reflect their taste and requirement
(Saraswat and Mammen, 2010). So (Martineau, 1958)
considered the store image attributes a source of
competitive differentiation. From above discussion, we
can write a following proposition.

Proposition 3: The attribute store merchandise,
atmosphere, value, service, clientele, and store convenient
may be positively related to store image.

Influence of store image on store loyalty:
In traditional terms store loyalty is described as a

single behavioural characteristic. This definition however
measures the patriotism towards only one store as a
percent of total purchase (Lessig 1973). As a consumer
interacts with more than one store in purchasing a given
product, a single behavioural measure doesn’t give a
complete picture of store loyalty.  So, in order to consider
store loyalty score across stores we have to
simultaneously characterize the different measure we
want to incorporate. For example, first we have to take
the percentage of household shopping done at X store.
The second and the third measure is to express the
purchase being made at Store X and the Co-op stores
(Store Y where heavy discount is offered and another
Co-op is a store where members are offered a special
discount although non-members can purchase. To
become a member, you have to pay a special price). The
fourth and final purchase was that made at the local
grocery store. Now instead of obtaining separate measure
for each of these local markets a single measure which
can express the percent of a household’s total purchases

made and the favourite of remaining small
neighbourhood (V. ParkerLessig 1973). When taken
collectively the four measures indicate the consumer’s
patronage towards each of the store he visited. To
understand the true nature of store loyalty all the four
measures were has to use because each contributed
information is relevant for store loyalty. Thus, we can
propose

Proposition 4: Store image may positively
influence the store loyalty.

Discussion and Conclusion:
It is found from the above conceptual analysis that

brand identity may positively influence the store image
in multi brand store. Similarly, all the important variables
of brand identity i.e. reputation, relevance, personality,
performance, and relationship may also be positively
related to band identity. So, it means if retailers want a
clear brand identity in consumer’s mind they have to
work on all important variables of brand identity so that
consumers must get the best performance and match
with their personality with the chosen brand. Gone are
the when command was with the marketers. With the
open up economy in India the customer has become the
king. Tough competition with fast changing marketing
scenario along with brand switching has really made it
difficult on the part of the marketer to really find brand
loyal customer. Thus, higher the strength of the
relationship between brand identity and store image it
will definitely lead to higher store loyalty. An
organisation having all the good network, superior
products etc also sometimes fails to convey the core
benefits of its product. Value of any firm or its customer
can only be created there is a proper understanding
between the message originating from the firm is properly
understood by its customer.Thus, brand identity is a
company specific variable which send an encode
message which is decoded by customer in the form of its
store image and finally end in store loyalty.

Managerial Implications:
Building and maintaining a brand image is the

critical task for marketing managers as they need to
consider lots of aspects to make the brand successful
they added. A strong brand is one of dominant tool in
the market to have a sustainable competitive advantage
which is essential for any business growth. Your brand
identity will be repeatedly communicated, in multiple
ways with frequency and consistency throughout the
life of your business. The implication for marketing
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managers and brand managers is that; Brand identify
created by any organization may not be perceived the
same way by the consumers. The congruency between
brand image and retail store image cannot be taken for
granted. Thus, it the responsibility of the brand
managers to strengthen this linkage so that the next
process of store loyalty to take place. It is only then the
retail store can create value for its customers and then
increase their store loyalty.Thus, this conceptual paper
provides a conceptualisation of brand image, retail
store image and finally store loyalty that can applied
in both fields of branding as well as relationship
marketing for maintaining higher degree of the
relationship strength

Limitations:
Since the paper is a conceptual analysis empirical

evidence would provide robustness by accepting or
rejecting the proposed propositions. Alternative effects
between brand identity, retail store image and store
loyalty must be examined with the rival models in order
to describe the construct link. The other factors such as
behavioural targeting; overlap between real and virtual
market place; increase in consumer related information
services; barriers for new entrants;cultural aspects;role
of media, internet marketing and mobile
marketing;technological competence, brand extension etc
has not been taken into account which otherwise could
have affected our results. The proposed conceptual
framework can be tested with profiles of differential
consumption pattern namely both loyal users of the brand
as well as new consumers to test the degree of perceived
store loyalty. The same framework can be tested with
products of high involvement as well as products of low
involvement.
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